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into the controversy2: but it may not be improper
to make one remark, as a guard to persons in whose
way the arguments of the Unitarians may be likely
to fall ;  namely,  that  one great advan- ^d<cantage
tage   possessed  by  Deists,  and perhaps possessed by
in a still greater degree by Unitarians, in &**** and
their warfare with the Christian system, ^^t
results from the very circumstance of their ing with
being the assailants.   They urge what they ^eir °p-
state to be  powerful arguments against Ponents-
the truth of the fundamental doctrines of Christi-
anity, and then call upon men to abandon them, as
posts no longer tenable.    But they, who are dis-
posed to yield to this assault, should call to mind
that it has pleased God so to establish the consti-
tution of all things, that perplexing difficulties and
plausible objections   may be adduced against the
most established truths; such, for instance, as the
being of a God, and many others both physical and
moral.    In all cases therefore it becomes us, not on
a partial view to reject any proposition, because it
is attended with  difficulties;  but to compare the
difficulties which it involves, with those which at-
tend the alternative proposition which must be em-
braced on its rejection.     We should put to the
proof the alternative proposition in its turn, and see
whether it be not still less tenable than that which
we are summoned to abandon.    In short, we should
examine circumspectly on all sides; and abide by
2 The author of this treatise has, since its completion, perused a
work, entitled, Calvinism and Socinianism compared, by A. Fuller,
&c. : and, without reference to the peculiarities1 of Calvinism, he is
happy to embrace this opportunity of confessing the high obligation
which in common with all the friends of true religion, he owes to
the author of that highly valuable publication, for his masterly
defence of the doctrines of Christianity, and his acute refutation of
the opposite errors.

